
Concluding their adventure into the country’s remotest 
corners, John Pearson and José Almeida spend a day with 
the local Camel Trophy Club before driving cross-country to 

tackle clifftop tracks on the rugged Atlantic coast
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seventh day of our Wild Portugal adventure. 
The sun is shining, the vehicles are all 
gleaming and I can’t wait to get underway.

Day seven 
Serpa to Mértola

Highlight: São Domingos mine  
and railway drive

My Tangiers Orange ex-G4 Challenge 
Defender is looking a bit out of place among 
a convoy of Sandglow Yellow Land Rovers. 
We’re with 11 vehicles from the Camel Trophy 
Club plus José’s special edition Camel Trophy 
Discovery 1, heading south along remote 
mountain tracks towards the former mining 
town of Mina de São Domingos.

The track gets tricky in places, with deep 
washouts gouged out by past winter storms 
demanding low box and precise driving. 
We’re in the central part of the Alentejo, 
which is a lot more mountainous than I’d 
expected in a region known for its agriculture. 
I imagined we’d be driving a series of flat 
gravel farm tracks, but the route that José has 
devised for us is a lot more testing than that.

One area is bright green, with the track lined 
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by pine trees grown for their nuts, but we’re 
soon back heading through scrubland that’s 
been scorched dry by the relentless sun.

We stop for lunch in Mina de São Domingos, 
which is the site of a huge disused open-pit 
and underground mine. It was operated by a 
British company, Mason and Berry, from 1857 
until closing in 1966, but there has been a 
mine here since Roman times. Sitting on the 
vast Iberian underground pyrite belt, it was 
mined for its sulphur-rich ore for production 
of pesticides and sulphuric acid.

We drive into the former mining area, which 
is now completely unusable for anything due 
to excessive sulphur in the ore, and all water 
in the surrounding lagoons are high in acid 
content – no vegetation and no wildlife. It 
does, however, create a rugged backdrop for 
some Camel Trophy-style convoy photos.

Then we take a fascinating drive along the 
disused railway line, which used to take the 
ore to boats from Britain moored on the wide 
river Guadiana. Some sections of the route 
are no longer there, but a lot of it is driveable, 
including a tunnel deep through the hillside.

Our journey with the Camel club ends at the 
town of Mértola, but not our time with them. 
We’re welcomed on the riverside by Rosinda 

t’s a stirring sight, watching a 
convoy of Camel Trophy Land Rovers 
snaking along a mountain track, with 
headlights and roof lights cutting 
through the billowing clouds of dust. 
We’re in Portugal and all the Sandglow 

Yellow vehicles are privately owned – some 
genuine, some replicas – but my mind is 
time-travelling back to the Camel Trophy 
competition years and I’m in a far-flung 
African or South American location.

Back to the present day… I’m standing on a 
Portuguese hillside, with LRO’s Europe Editor 
Jérôme André photographing the convoy 
while our Portugal Editor José Almeida is co-
ordinating everything over the CB radio. 

We’ve spent nearly a week driving some 
of Portugal’s most remote mountain tracks, 
heading south alongside the Spanish border 
from our starting point at Vilar Formoso down 
to Serpa, where José had arranged for us to 
be greeted by a group of members from the 
Camel Trophy Club Portugal.  

Last night we dined in the historic centre of 
Serpa with club members and their families, 
as well as meeting two of the heroes who 
represented Portugal in the Camel Trophy 
series. Now they’re all joining us for the 

YOU CAN DO IT TOO
For the past two or three 
years José Almeida has been 
operating ‘self-guide’ adventures 
in Portugal. He provides 
comprehensive information 
to do the trip tailored to your 
requirements, including routes, 
places to visit, campsites/
accommodation and restaurants. 
On top of this is 24/7 assistance 
for mechanical, medical and 
logistics issues. It’s very handy to 
have a native speaker on hand 
if a problem does crop up. Prices 
start from £180.

For 2014 José is launching 
guided tours through remote 
Portugal. The first, from 
September 2-13, will go from 
Rio de Onor on the northern 
border with Spain through to the 
Alentejo west coast. Cost is £480 
per person, excluding ferries. 
Get more info on José’s website: 
dreamlandrover.com.

Portugal is now a very popular 
adventure destination, and most 
of the major UK tour operators 
now visit it. See: atlasoverland. 
com; onelifeadventure.co.uk; 
waypoint-tours.com.

The former Mina de Sao Domingos: 
a great place to drive a Land Rover

They didn’t come out to 
play, the miserable bustards
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I
Remote tracks above the 
Santa Clara reservoir
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Pimenta from the local tourist authority, who 
tells us that Mértola is the Portuguese town 
that’s most retained its Moorish heritage, and 
the best way to appreciate the architecture 
is from the river. So, we join the Camel club 
members for a delightful boat trip on the 
Guadiana as the sun is setting.

Our accommodation is in the lovely Casa  
da Tia Amália (house of aunt Amalia) in  
Além-Rio. This translates as ‘beyond the river’ 
– the other side of the river from the town.

We’re all dining in a nearby house, with 
North African-style food followed by 
entertainment by what Rosinda says is a 
mix of cultures: Cante Alentejano, which is 
traditional unaccompanied choral singing 
from the region followed by a belly dancer.

Day eight 
Mértola to Odemira

Highlight: the search for the  
great bustard

That’s the end of our time with the Camel 
club members, which is a shame because 
they’ve been great company. But we have 
an appointment with João Jara, who runs a 
company called Birds and Nature Tours. 

My partner Pat and I are keen on all wildlife 
– and João is here to help us look for some of 
Portugal’s wild birds. Here, there are as many 
as 600 different species either nesting or on 
stopover while migrating – plenty to go at! 

We’re driving west from Mértola into what 
are known locally as the Pseudo-Steppes, 
south-west of Castro Verde. These vast areas 
of undulating grassland and cereals are the 
habitat of many rare birds, including Europe’s 
heaviest flying bird, the great bustard. 

As with most good wildlife experts, João 
can spot creatures that most of us would 
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miss. He’s been a birding enthusiast for over 
30 years and formed his company in 2008, 
running birding adventures in various areas of 
Portugal – group and individual sessions.

In a couple of hours of driving dusty 
farm tracks and private land that João has 
access to, he shows us a rich variety of birds, 
including kestrels, buzzards, vultures, larks, 
lapwings and a Spanish imperial eagle that 
does a fly-past over our Land Rovers.

A beautiful small owl sits nonchalantly on 
a tree stump as we drive past, and João gets 
excited when he spots an extremely rare 
black-bellied sand grouse.

All that’s missing is a sighting of a great 
bustard but, despite driving to several 
possible haunts, it proves elusive. Time is 
running out and we’ve a long way to go, so 
we give up the hunt, say goodbye to João and 
continue our journey west.

There’s a series of gravel tracks, then we’re 
back in African savannah-style terrain, before 
going into a more verdant, hilly area as we get 
closer to the Atlantic coast. A lot of this terrain 
is covered with the invasive, sticky-leaved 
shrub that the Portuguese call esteva, but is 
more commonly known as gum rockrose. In 
places it has encroached on to the track and 
we have to push our way through.

Alongside one remote mountain track 
there’s a long-derelict farmhouse with an old 
free-standing bread oven opposite. 

We climb up dusty, loose-surfaced tracks to 
higher ground, with big views over the Santa 
Clara reservoir. It’s starting to get dark so, 
although José says we could have driven all of 
the way to our accommodation on tracks, the 
prudent thing to do is drop down and find a 
tarmac road. Driving tricky narrow mountain 
tracks in total darkness isn’t very sensible.

We’re staying at a comfortable B&B on a 
remote farm run by David and Maria Ingham. 
David takes us down to the delightful tasca 
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LUis MoiTA
1983 (Zaire)

Series III 109in 
replica support 
vehicle.

LiNo FARiA
1987 
(Madagascar)

Range Rover 
replica (actually a 
1992 300Tdi).

GoNçALo 
GALVEiAs
1997 Discovery 1 
300Tdi Mongolia 
special edition 
(No 198 of 200).

AFoNso 
CEREjo
1990 (siberia, 
Ussr)

Discovery 1 
200Tdi replica. 
Afonso has driven 
his D1 in Africa, 
North America 
and South 
America. 
Australia and 
south Asia are 
next on his list.

CAMiLo 
oLiVEiRA
1998 (Tierra 
del FUego)

Defender 110 
300Tdi replica 
support vehicle. 
This is the vehicle 
that was inspired 
by an LRO feature 
and (when owned 
by Paulo Rocha) 
led to the club’s 
formation.

ANTóNio 
soAREs
1990 (siberia, 
Ussr)

Discovery 1 
200Tdi replica.

LUis DiNiz
1992 (TanZania, 
bUrUndi) or 
1993 (gUyana)

…or maybe both, 
according to the 
owner. Discovery 
1 200Tdi, genuine 
vehicle, original 
reg J435 ROP.

PAULo 
RoCHA
1994 
(argenTina, 
ParagUay, 
chile)

Defender 
110 200Tdi 
genuine event 
vehicle, used 
as ambulance 
(original reg L430 
VAC). Now owned 
by club founder 
Paulo Rocha.

FiDALGo E 
soUsA
1994 chile, 
(argenTina, 
ParagUay )

Discovery 200Tdi 
replica.

MANUEL 
MoTA
1997 
(Mongolia)

Discovery 300Tdi 
réplica.

My recommended way 
to get to Portugal from 
the UK is via the Brittany 
Ferries routes from 
Plymouth or Portsmouth 
to Bilbao or Santander 
in Spain. Crossing the 
Channel is cheaper, 
but travelling through 
France is expensive, 
with fuel, road tolls and 
accommodation, and it’ll 
take you a day longer 
than by sea.

Brittany Ferries operate 
up to five UK-Spain 
sailings a week. Fares 
range from £284-£424 
each way for a car plus 
two people), including 
cabin. Book at brittany 
ferries.co.uk or call 
0871 244 1400. Brittany 
Ferries can also arrange 
accommodation for your 
drive across Spain. See 
brittanyferries.com.

HOw we  
gOT THere

josé  
ALMEiDA
1997 Mongolia 
caMel TroPhy 
liMiTed 
ediTion

 José owns No 
178 out of the 
200 special 
editions that 
were exclusive 
to Portugal. It’s a 
rare beast but it 
gets well used!
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THE CAMEL CoLLECTioN
All of the vehicles that joined us are either genuine Camel Trophy participants, nice replicas or special editions. Here’s the full line-up (not all are in the                      photo due to some having to leave before the end of the trip).

The beautiful Porto de Barcas 
at Zambujeira do Mar

kANkURA 
sALAzAR
1996 
(KaliManTan, 
indonesia)

Discovery 1 
300Tdi, genuine 
Canary Islands 
team car. The 
owner was in the 
selections for the 
Portuguese team.

s
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NeeD TO kNOw
● VISA Not required for UK passport holders, 
up to 90 days.
● LANGUAGE Portuguese; English and French 
widely spoken, some Spanish.
● COST OF FUEL £1.24 Portugal, £1.21 Spain.
● RIGHTS OF WAY Most tracks are legal to 
drive – private areas or routes closed due to 
fire risk will usually have a barrier across.
● DRIVING Many motorways now have 
electronic-only tolls. Can be prepaid online, 
or pay at services booths. But you’ll be 
driving on tracks, so it won’t be necessary.
● FOOD AND DRINK Cuisine is varied –  
I recommend sampling local or regional 
specialities and wines. 
● WHERE WE STAYED
Serpa: Monte da Morena, Alentejo-style 
terraced rooms on farm (montemorena.com, 
+351 917 629010).
Mértola: Casa da Tia Amalia, B&B in lovely 
historic lodge (casadatiaamalia.com,  
+351 965 052379).
Odemira: Herdade da Estacada, quality 
remote B&B (herdadedaestacada.com,  
+351 916 880764).
● CAMPING campingportugal.org. 
● OTHER INFO Camel Trophy Club Portugal – 
cameltrophyportugal.com. 
● BIRDS & NATURE TOURS – birds.pt.

MANUEL 
MARQUEs 
PiNTo
 1983 caMel 
TroPhy, Zaire, 
series iii 88in. 
TeaM-MaTe:  
Pedro Vilas-boas 
Finished: 2nd

‘We were in first place, 
but were penalised 
for vehicle damage 
and ended up second 
to the Dutch team,’ 
Manuel says ruefully.

Food supplies ran short 
so Manuel and Pedro 
traded some cigarettes 
supplied by Camel 
for fresh fruit and, on 
one occasion, some 
armadillos to eat. ‘We 
thought some fresh 
meat would be good.’

Best memory? ‘Sitting 
by the campfire at 
night in the middle of 
nowhere, with people 
from around the world.’

ANTóNio 
joRGE RUAs
1997 caMel 
TroPhy, Mongolia, 
discoVery 1 300Tdi. 
TeaM-MaTe:  
MigUel rePas 
Finished: 9th

António went through 
a demanding series 
of qualifying events 
before being selected 
to represent his 
country. ‘We had 
local selections in 
Lousã, then went to 
Marrakesh and finally 
Seville in Spain.

He remembers the 
harsh conditions in 
Mongolia: ‘We were 
driving in -10º in the 
mountains and +40º 
in the Gobi desert.’

His best memories 
of the event? ‘The 
landscape of Mongolia 
and the wonderful 
camaraderie.’

jutting out into the ocean, the official end 
of our journey. But we’re not finished yet, 
because around the corner is Cabo de São 
Vicente, Cape St Vincent. Having been to 
Nordkapp in Norway earlier in the year, the 
furthest north on the European mainland you 
can drive to, I’m now at the furthest point 
south-west. That’s quite special.

And we’re ending with another history 
lesson. I started this adventure last issue 
by visiting the house where the Duke of 
Wellington lived while fighting with the 
Portuguese during the Napoleonic wars. Cape 
St Vincent has an association with another of 
Britain’s great war heroes; it has seen several 
mighty naval battles, the most notable being 
in 1797 when the English fleet under Admiral 
John Jervis defeated the much bigger Spanish 
fleet. With him was 21-year-old Commodore 
Horatio Nelson, who went on to even greater 
success in the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805.

This has been a great adventure. José has 
guided us through some amazing places that 
I never imaged we would find in Portugal. 
We’ve driven many miles of tracks through 
varied terrain. It’s been tricky at times (testing 
our driving skills), dusty in places, but never 
vehicle-damaging. We’ve enjoyed some epic 
scenery, met some lovely people, and enjoyed 
the country’s superb food and wine. 

Adventure-seeking Land Rover owners are 
catching on fast about Portugal. Will you be 
one of them?  LRO

‘José has guided  
us through some 
amazing places 

that i never 
imagined we would 

find in Portugal’

PoRTUGAL’s CAMEL HERoEs

do Bernardo restaurant in Odemira – which 
serves up truly splendid grilled meats and 
local wines. A long day’s driving framed by 
wow-factor scenery, followed by wonderful 
food and wine – it doesn’t get much better.

Day nine
Odemira to Sagres

Highlight: the magical coastal drive

Having travelled many miles through remote 
mountain areas and African-style savannah, 
we’re now going to be driving on tracks that 
skirt along the Atlantic coastline. It’s the Costa 
Vicentina, from the Alentejo into the Algarve. 
It’s wild, rugged and almost totally unspoilt, 
unlike parts of the southern Algarve. 

We reach the coast at the Cabo Sardão 
lighthouse, welcomed by the deep blue 
shimmer of the Atlantic. Our track runs 
alongside towering cliffs; it’s very picturesque. 

Sometimes our route reaches a dead end 
at a beach or cliff and we have to detour to 
pick up the tarmac road. But we’re soon back 
on the coastal track again, savouring the 
views. Most of the tracks we’re on are used by 
traffic to get to the beaches and fishing ports, 
so they’re mostly easily driveable. We take 
a short break to watch small fishing boats 
bringing their catches into the pretty harbour 
of Porto das Barcas at Zambujeira do Mar.

Eventually we reach the fort at Sagres 


